INTEGRA TEAM
BOOSTING CONFIDENCE

ABOUT US

Integra Team was established in 2015 in order to provide highest technological solutions and services in the field of
Security and Networking sector for privately owned or governmental leading institutions in Saudi Arabia.
Integra Team service concept depends on Unconditional Customer Satisfaction. Together with its professional staff
operating in Khobar headquarters and most cities of Saudi Arabia, Integra Team is in full control of all of its installed
systems located allover Saudi Arabia, trusting its technical staff that consists of highly expertised and Trained engineers
and technicians in advanced security technologies and Networking systems.
Integra Team has been the leading consultant and installer since the begining of activities in the field of Security and
Networking systems in relevance with project design and implementation services; and it provides solutions through
applying the latest technological events.
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SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
(Audio Video System)

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

IT INFRASTRUCTURES

SECURITY SYSTEMS

TELEPHONY SYSTEMS

ACCESS CONTROL AND TIME
ATTENDANCE

Integra Team provides Access Control Systems, which constitute an integral part of electronic security systems, with a
wide range of products according to the operating scenarios provided by the customer and the risk analysis carried out
by our engineers for the fulfillment of multiple purposes. These are put into operation and delivered as a turnkey
optimum equipment configuration.
Integra Team has included biometric systems in its Access Control configurations. This provides solutions and makes it
possible for the system to be integrated according to the scenarios provided by the customer. The systems are therefore
installed based on the risk analysis carried out by our company to provide turnkey solutions with an optimum equipment
configuration. Biometric devices used as stand-alone or integrated systems are designed by making use of the
measurable unique physical human characteristics for identity verifications.
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SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS

Integra Team designs Surveillance Systems, which have become an indispensable part of electronic security and
automation systems over the last 10 years.
Our company designs integrated systems for projects considering all the requirements visualized by the customer.
Large and small projects are designed by considering the operating scenarios provided by the customer and the risk
analysis carried out by the engineers of our company to provide optimum equipment configuration.
Surveillance Systems installed for security purposes are normally used to manage the movement of people around the
areas to be protected. The videos captured by these cameras are stored either digitally or conventionally.
The stored videos can be accessed from remote locations.
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PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
(Audio Video System)

A public address or PA system is a combination of a set of audio equipment that allows broadcasts over a designated
area. Often found in schools, office buildings, Malls. PA systems can be used for announcements or emergency
information and provide a simple way to get information out quickly.
PA systems can be basic or advanced and can be adapted to fit a variety of needs.
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MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

In any installation that we need to protect, we can never forget the importance of carrying out security system
maintenance. The maintenance of the security system involves periodic checks of all the elements that make up the
installation (cameras, detectors, access control, gates, network infrastructure, etc.) to verify that they work well.
This would be preventive maintenance. Next, systems that are not functioning properly would be corrected or repaired
(corrective maintenance).
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IT INFRASTRUCTURES

Integra Team has made it among the leading project companies of our country regarding network with the important
projects it completed with its expert staff on LAN, WAN, and complex networks.
Integra Team’s service understanding is based on ensuring the continuance of data flow by means of designing complete
solutions based on customer requirements, developing efficient solution mechanisms against possible problems, and
showing zero-tolerance against any problems that may occur in the data flow. Accordingly, at the beginning of every
project, Integra Team’s engineers having network setup expertise carry out detailed investigation operations, determine
exactly the requests and requirements of the customer, meticulously monitor the implementation of the project and
deliver key in hand the network setup by taking into consideration the most current world standards.
Integra Team’s main objectives in its project implementations besides the maximum customer satisfaction is to provide
continuous and efficient data management.
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SECURITY SYSTEMS

Integra Team installs reliable and advanced wired/wireless and conventional technologies for the security of homes and
offices, integrating them, upon request, with electronic detection and automation systems that are compatible with the
solution.
Integra Team designs various projects intended to satisfy all sorts of requirements and to be compatible with all sorts
of solutions of different scales and designs depending on the operating scenario provided by the customer and the risk
analysis carried out by our engineers and makes turnkey deliveries with an optimum equipment configuration.
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TELEPHONY SYSTEMS

With many years of professional experience in Voice and IP Telephony, we cooperate with our clients and listen to their
requirements, we insist on “maximize the value for voice over IP communication”, Integra Team provides competitive VoIP
total solution for customers and continues to enhance their user experience and create more value for them.
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CLIENTS
Proud to have the privilege of working with well-recognized Companies and Brands
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CLIENTS
Proud to have the privilege of working with well-recognized Companies and Brands
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PARTNERS
Proud to have the privilege of working with well-recognized Companies and Brands
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SAUDI ARABIA

CONTACT US

4648 King Saud Rd , An Nawras
Dammam 32214 , 1st Floor , Office 106
+966 13 830 0009

BAHRAIN
Sitra, Road 31 , Building 574
Block 611 , Office 1198
+973 343 606 87
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NEW

